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Dear colleagues and friends,  

I will post my original letter “OZONUM - the remedy of our time” in 
separate sheet. The letter was published in the electronic version of the 
WISH newsletter in 23rd of March. I pointed out that Ozonum may be a 
remedy not only for coronavirus pandemic but also of our time in 
general. 

Every additional Ozonum case makes me wonder and look for an answer 
to a question as to why the remedy has been indicated so widely. I have 
noticed that these are not only cases of a viral infection of the respiratory 
tract, but also cases which have been affected significantly by an indirect 
impact of the epidemic. 

In the letter I expressed my belief that the remedy Ozonum covers a 
wider indication range compared to the conventional definition of a 
disease-centered genus epidemicus (DCGE). 

I work with a hypothesis that the corona virus could have such a strong 
impact on the entire humanity only if it had a fertile ground for it.  

Ecological link 
The human activity has released tons and tons of dust, exhaust fumes, 
and toxic substances into the atmosphere. We destroy the landscape by 
deforestation, plastic pollution of oceans, by planting monocultural plant 
(rape plant) and modification of river beds, having reduced the soil 
humidity to an alarming degree. Along with global warming, this creates 
conditions for forest fires on a wide scale. The glaciers are melting and 
the air humidity is reduced. Insufficiently irrigated forests are an easy 
target for the sun rays, and a vicious circle slips into being. 

Every forest fire releases a large amount of combustion products. Both 
gaseous and solid combustion products furthermore worsen the quality 
of the air, accelerate the greenhouse effect and the global warming, 
further weakening the protective ozone layer of the atmosphere. More 
solar as well as space radiation penetrates the ozone holes as well as the 
more permeable ozone layer, reaching the Earth. Deforested landscape 
dries out more, and, most likely, we may expect further forest fires. 

Large countries in Europe such as Greece and Spain also struggled with 
it. The fires in Australia and Siberia last year were crucial - they spewed 
into the atmosphere an incredible amount of fumes and flue gas. Clouds 
of smoke circled the world. 

For further reference see  links at the end of the letter. 

Air Pollution - pandemic link 
I view the current situation as a result of exhalations from sustained 
industrial activity and massive fossil fuels based transport. Thanks to 
global warming and changes in the air flow, there is no circulation in the 
atmosphere that would drive heated air towards the equator and would 
leave the ends of the magnetic dipole of the Earth cool.  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I have also recently expressed the idea that I see a link between the 
Spanish flu pandemic during World War I and the air pollution through 
the use of combat gases, especially chlorine. Combat gases were a 
horrible weapon of mass destruction, that were used to drive soldiers 
out of trenches, like rats out of ratholes. In my opinion, the result of air 
pollution was a deadly pandemic of Spanish flu. Pandora’s box has been 
open through atmosphere “air - port/s”. 

PANDORA’S BOX of the First World War 

PB = 1WW (CHLORINE @ SPANISH FLUE) 

PB = 1WW (CL2:SP) 
legend: 
PB - Pandora's box 
1WW - First World War 
CL2 - chlorine/chlorum 
SP - Spanish flu 

Nowadays, Pandora’s Box has been opened by activites of our GLOBAL 
SOCIETY, by industrial and traffic exhalations and by the fires in Australia 
and Siberia. An incredible amount of fumes and flue gas has been 
circulating in the atmosphere. I use to describe the massive and global 
changes it has triggered at various levels by the concept: ”The GLOBAL 
IMPACT”. It encompasses also all primary, secondary, tertiary and 
quarterly effects of the coronavirus pandemic. 

PANDORA’S BOX of the Global Society 

PB = GIW (OZONE @ SARS-CoV19) 

PB = GIW (O3:CoV19) 
legend: 
PB - Pandora's box 
GIW - Global Impact - World 
O3 - ozone/ozonum 
SARS-CoV19 - coronavirus 
CoV19 - coronavirus 

The homeopathic remedy Ozonum 
I have been prescribing the drug since the end of January 2020 and the 
number of cases is continually increasing. Even clients who have been 
treated in civilian conditions with a very good remedy at a deep level 
now benefit from Ozonum. As if their condition had dynamically 
changed, or would have been "infected" by ozone. 

During the epidemic I have identified five, later seven and currently nine 
Ozonum types. I described original five groups in the study ”OZONUM 
PENTACHORD”. 

I have successfully prescribed Ozonum also in cases in which the 
condition of the clients reflected the “spirit of the time” (Zeitgeist), 
suffering from numerous and strict anti-epidemic measures introduced 
by government and yet lacking any infection. In any case, the increase in 
prescriptions in my practice shows a clear temporal correlation with the 
arrival of the coronavirus. 
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The Global Impact Remedy 
I am convinced that the Ozonum dynamic resonates very well with 
contemporary challenges we are experiencing globally and on an 
unprecedented scale. In my modest opinion Ozonum deserves to be 
called THE GLOBAL IMPACT REMEDY. It ranks the highest among the 
prescription in my practice. 

It seems to me that the dream of the inner reality of ozone has become a 
dream of global (and consensual) external reality of contemporary life in 
general. This is, from my point of view,  the PQRS in this particular 
coronavirus pandemic. 

I highly recommend studying the dreams of Ozonum like: 

Mind; dreams; disease; plague 
Mind; dreams; gasmasks, people wearing 
Mind; dreams; disease; sick people; help them, cannot 
etc.  

For further reference see OZONUM PENTACHORD. 

Final words 
I would like to ask you, dear colleagues, to reflect on the topics that I 
suggest. I will be grateful for any feedback.  

I would like to also invite you, each of you, to cooperate on the GIW - 
Global Impact World project. I dream to do a multi-centric homeopathic 
epidemic study and every hand, brain and heart will be needed and 
appreciated. 

Soon I will launch the webpage called: w w w . g l o b a l . i m p a c t . w o r l d   

I believe we can do a great deal for mankind and the world as 
homeopaths now. I think that if we carefully document each successful 
Ozonum and another prescription, we will collect a statistically 
significant sample together. Consequently, we can present clear 
evidence of benefits of homeopathy and its effectiveness in service 
society and humankind. 

Again, any suggestions, ideas and contributions in the GIW (= GIVE) 
project - The GLOBAL IMPACT WORLD are welcome and greatly valued 
and appreciated. 

Do not hesitate to contact me in need of further clarification 

With best regards and wishes of well-being 

Dr Petr Simeon Gajdos (CZ) 

“Let's clean the skies from the clouds of illusion 
of independent existence” 
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Acknowledgement 
I owe huge gratitude and acknowledgement to beloved friend Hana 
Shatner for her help with translations and editing the texts.  

Copyright 
The articles written by me are for free distribution among homeopathic 
professionals or homeopathic bodies and schools. Please, quote always 
the source. Do not share it on Facebook among the larger public - it is 
only for professionals. Articles are copyrighted. 

Disclaimer  
Despite an exponential growth of Ozonum prescription I continue with 
an individual approach to my clients, as the cases presented up until 
now have shown. I do not prescribe it at random or in a blanket manner. 
To honour and respect individuality of the person is the desirable 
condition sine qua non. 

Published articles 
‣OZONUM - remedy of our time - first Ozonum article 
‣OZONUM PENTACHORD EN (latest update v1.5) - Rx pointers  
‣OZONUM - BEHIND THE TRANSPARENT LAYER - the Ozonum trinity  
‣HOMEOPATHIC OZONUM GLOBAL TRAVEL AGENCY  - air travellers 
‣ TO ALL HEAVENLY ANGELS - condensed Ozonum MM, EN/FR/CZ  
‣ The OZONUM No.K sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.S sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.L sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.I sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.M sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.V sample case 
‣ and more cases will follow  

Interesting Links 
FAITH NO MORE  - JUST A MAN WITH LYRICS  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxPLjzKlsmk 

OZONE HOLE RECOVERY WILL PROBABLY BE DELAYED BY BANNED GAS FROM 
CHINA 
ENVIRONMENT 19 December 2019 By Adam Vaughan 
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2227968-ozone-hole-recovery-will-probably-be-delayed-by-
banned-gas-from-china/#ixzz6IugytiLR 

A RARE OZONE HOLE DEVELOPS OVER THE ARCTIC/CANADIAN REGION, 
UNUSUALLY STRONG FOR THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE! 
By Andrej Flis Global weather 16 March 2020 
https://www.severe-weather.eu/global-weather/rare-ozone-hole-arctic-polar-vortex-fa/?
fbclid=IwAR0YqbGpjWk-UbgBzTnpqlKWS758x-2IwaYrqLuZ45wV1FMYShg8RFrRu7A 

THE PANDEMIC - AIRBORNE PARTICLES MAY BE ASSISTING THE SPREAD OF 
SARS-COV-2  
| Science and technology | The Economist [26 MARCH 2020] 
https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2020/03/26/airborne-particles-may-be-assisting-
the-spread-of-sars-cov-2s 

THE OZONE LAYER IS HEALING AND REDIRECTING WIND FLOWS AROUND THE 
GLOBE 
ENVIRONMENT 25 March 2020 By Layal Liverpool 
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2238542-the-ozone-layer-is-healing-and-redirecting-wind-flows-
around-the-globe/#ixzz6IuvbEml6 
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COVID-19, URGENT REASSESSMENT, DIAGNOSIS AND BASIC PRINCIPLES OF 
INFECTIOLOGY: OPEN LETTER FROM PROFESSOR SUCHARIT BHAKDI TO 
GERMAN CHANCELLOR DR. ANGELA MERKEL 
By Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi Global Research, March 30, 2020 
https://www.globalresearch.ca/open-letter-professor-sucharit-bhakdi-german-chancellor-dr-angela-
merkel/5708004?fbclid=IwAR2V_zGVmXPY9MxOE4CRW-
XW6SPMgby9z4B392uUj9AogpNkOhy0YbJ960o 

UMBERTO I EXPERIMENTS WITH OZONE THERAPY: THE GOAL, TO IMPROVE THE 
BREATHING OF COVID-19 PATIENTS 
 APRIL 3, 2020  15:41by Enrico Tata
https://roma.fanpage.it/lumberto-i-sperimenta-lozonoterapia-lobiettivo-migliorare-la-respirazione-dei-
pazienti-covid-19/ 

A new hope for Covid-19 patients comes from ozone therapy , i.e. the 
administration of a mixture of oxygen and ozone (three oxygen atoms) 
to increase the amount of oxygen in the body. At the Policlinico 
Umberto I in Roa, explains Dr. Francesco Pugliese, director of Anesthesia 
and Resuscitation Unit B, the protocol has already been approved and 
today the first patient will be recruited. The goal is to improve respiration 
for coronavirus sufferers and from China they have arrived in this 
direction, says the professor at the Dire agency, "messy data, but 
certainly from which positive signals come. We are now going with lead 
feet, why not we pretend to say that we have found effective therapy. We 
want to verify it and possibly validate it ".  

Best wishes, colleagues! 
Petr  

The best at the end 
RECORD-SIZE HOLE OPENS IN OZONE LAYER ABOVE THE ARCTIC 
Fiona Harvey Environment correspondent
Tue 7 Apr 2020 16.20 BST


https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/07/record-size-hole-opens-in-ozone-layer-above-
the-arctic?
CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other&fbclid=IwAR2dCC5O8D1C5wMDDHAjVlLUXRFFZogMlVWrKl4x8fvK4askX
1BfXvzUc9I 

I simply love such a coalescence!  
Look at the date of the SKY IS CLEAR and the article here. Interesting! 

Mind; delusions, imaginations; connected; everything is 

Yours sincerely 
Petr  
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	Dear colleagues and friends,
	I will post my original letter “OZONUM - the remedy of our time” in separate sheet. The letter was published in the electronic version of the WISH newsletter in 23rd of March. I pointed out that Ozonum may be a remedy not only for coronavirus pandemic but also of our time in general.
	Every additional Ozonum case makes me wonder and look for an answer to a question as to why the remedy has been indicated so widely. I have noticed that these are not only cases of a viral infection of the respiratory tract, but also cases which have been affected significantly by an indirect impact of the epidemic.
	In the letter I expressed my belief that the remedy Ozonum covers a wider indication range compared to the conventional definition of a disease-centered genus epidemicus (DCGE).
	I work with a hypothesis that the corona virus could have such a strong impact on the entire humanity only if it had a fertile ground for it.
	Ecological link
	The human activity has released tons and tons of dust, exhaust fumes, and toxic substances into the atmosphere. We destroy the landscape by deforestation, plastic pollution of oceans, by planting monocultural plant (rape plant) and modification of river beds, having reduced the soil humidity to an alarming degree. Along with global warming, this creates conditions for forest fires on a wide scale. The glaciers are melting and the air humidity is reduced. Insufficiently irrigated forests are an easy target for the sun rays, and a vicious circle slips into being.
	Every forest fire releases a large amount of combustion products. Both gaseous and solid combustion products furthermore worsen the quality of the air, accelerate the greenhouse effect and the global warming, further weakening the protective ozone layer of the atmosphere. More solar as well as space radiation penetrates the ozone holes as well as the more permeable ozone layer, reaching the Earth. Deforested landscape dries out more, and, most likely, we may expect further forest fires.
	Large countries in Europe such as Greece and Spain also struggled with it. The fires in Australia and Siberia last year were crucial - they spewed into the atmosphere an incredible amount of fumes and flue gas. Clouds of smoke circled the world.

	Air Pollution - pandemic link
	I view the current situation as a result of exhalations from sustained industrial activity and massive fossil fuels based transport. Thanks to global warming and changes in the air flow, there is no circulation in the atmosphere that would drive heated air towards the equator and would leave the ends of the magnetic dipole of the Earth cool.
	I have also recently expressed the idea that I see a link between the Spanish flu pandemic during World War I and the air pollution through the use of combat gases, especially chlorine. Combat gases were a horrible weapon of mass destruction, that were used to drive soldiers out of trenches, like rats out of ratholes. In my opinion, the result of air pollution was a deadly pandemic of Spanish flu. Pandora’s box has been open through atmosphere “air - port/s”.

	PANDORA’S BOX of the First World War
	PB = 1WW (CHLORINE @ SPANISH FLUE)
	PB = 1WW (CL2:SP)
	Nowadays, Pandora’s Box has been opened by activites of our GLOBAL SOCIETY, by industrial and traffic exhalations and by the fires in Australia and Siberia. An incredible amount of fumes and flue gas has been circulating in the atmosphere. I use to describe the massive and global changes it has triggered at various levels by the concept: ”The GLOBAL IMPACT”. It encompasses also all primary, secondary, tertiary and quarterly effects of the coronavirus pandemic.

	PANDORA’S BOX of the Global Society
	PB = GIW (OZONE @ SARS-CoV19)
	PB = GIW (O3:CoV19)
	The homeopathic remedy Ozonum
	I have been prescribing the drug since the end of January 2020 and the number of cases is continually increasing. Even clients who have been treated in civilian conditions with a very good remedy at a deep level now benefit from Ozonum. As if their condition had dynamically changed, or would have been "infected" by ozone.
	During the epidemic I have identified five, later seven and currently nine Ozonum types. I described original five groups in the study ”OZONUM PENTACHORD”.
	I have successfully prescribed Ozonum also in cases in which the condition of the clients reflected the “spirit of the time” (Zeitgeist), suffering from numerous and strict anti-epidemic measures introduced by government and yet lacking any infection. In any case, the increase in prescriptions in my practice shows a clear temporal correlation with the arrival of the coronavirus.

	The Global Impact Remedy
	I am convinced that the Ozonum dynamic resonates very well with contemporary challenges we are experiencing globally and on an unprecedented scale. In my modest opinion Ozonum deserves to be called THE GLOBAL IMPACT REMEDY. It ranks the highest among the prescription in my practice.
	It seems to me that the dream of the inner reality of ozone has become a dream of global (and consensual) external reality of contemporary life in general. This is, from my point of view,  the PQRS in this particular coronavirus pandemic.
	I highly recommend studying the dreams of Ozonum like:
	Mind; dreams; disease; plague
	Mind; dreams; gasmasks, people wearing
	Mind; dreams; disease; sick people; help them, cannot
	etc.

	Final words
	I would like to ask you, dear colleagues, to reflect on the topics that I suggest. I will be grateful for any feedback.
	I would like to also invite you, each of you, to cooperate on the GIW - Global Impact World project. I dream to do a multi-centric homeopathic epidemic study and every hand, brain and heart will be needed and appreciated.
	Soon I will launch the webpage called: www.global.impact.world
	I believe we can do a great deal for mankind and the world as homeopaths now. I think that if we carefully document each successful Ozonum and another prescription, we will collect a statistically significant sample together. Consequently, we can present clear evidence of benefits of homeopathy and its effectiveness in service society and humankind.
	Again, any suggestions, ideas and contributions in the GIW (= GIVE) project - The GLOBAL IMPACT WORLD are welcome and greatly valued and appreciated.
	Do not hesitate to contact me in need of further clarification
	With best regards and wishes of well-being
	Dr Petr Simeon Gajdos (CZ)
	“Let's clean the skies from the clouds of illusion of independent existence”
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	The articles written by me are for free distribution among homeopathic professionals or homeopathic bodies and schools. Please, quote always the source. Do not share it on Facebook among the larger public - it is only for professionals. Articles are copyrighted.

	Disclaimer
	Despite an exponential growth of Ozonum prescription I continue with an individual approach to my clients, as the cases presented up until now have shown. I do not prescribe it at random or in a blanket manner. To honour and respect individuality of the person is the desirable condition sine qua non.
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	A new hope for Covid-19 patients comes from ozone therapy , i.e. the administration of a mixture of oxygen and ozone (three oxygen atoms) to increase the amount of oxygen in the body. At the Policlinico Umberto I in Roa, explains Dr. Francesco Pugliese, director of Anesthesia and Resuscitation Unit B, the protocol has already been approved and today the first patient will be recruited. The goal is to improve respiration for coronavirus sufferers and from China they have arrived in this direction, says the professor at the Dire agency, "messy data, but certainly from which positive signals come. We are now going with lead feet, why not we pretend to say that we have found effective therapy. We want to verify it and possibly validate it ".
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